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1UP COVER STORY | WEEK OF OCTOBER 1 | A DARK DESCENT INTO RESIDENT EVIL

Deconstructing Nemesis
Cover Story: How a monstrous stalker tore what you knew about Resident Evil
asunder.

he original design concept of Resident Evil -- which borrowed quite a bit from early PC game
Alone in the Dark -- married adventure games, zombie B-movies, and limited resources to
create a defining experience for the PlayStation era. But, upon further inspection, it's easy to

see the game's limits. You're tasked with exploring a big mansion filled with zombies, but you never
found any variation in similar-looking enemies. Different enemy types looked completely different from
each other, so when you see a creature you're not familiar with, you know it will behave differently
and deal different amounts of damage. Conversely, if you see an enemy you've encountered before,
it will behave exactly as you expect it to. As a result, zombies will cease to be threatening halfway
through the game even though they appear throughout. Another glaring limitation is the fact that
enemies can't follow you through doors to different rooms, creating a fight-or-flight dynamic where
players either mow down every enemy in a new room or they make a mad dash to the nearest door.
Though this tension characterized the type of horror experience that Resident Evil offered, by the time
the game ended, players understood the "rules" of the game, and consequently the series at large.
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Unlike every other enemy
before, Nemesis has the
ability to open doors and
continue his pursuit into
the next room.

Diminishing returns affected Resident Evil 2's scariness a bit, as its rules were pretty much identical
to the first game's. With Resident Evil 3, however, Capcom leveraged these rules by creating an
enemy that tore them down in unexpected ways. The game felt very similar to the first two in that you
progressed through somewhat open environments as you look for the end point of all the levels. The
difference is Nemesis, the titular enemy that you run into throughout the game. Similar to previous
major enemies in the series, Nemesis stalks you all the way to the end of the game. Most of the time,
you're given the option of either killing it or running away, either through choose-you-own-adventure-
style action options or by your own power. Killing it, however, is only a temporary victory, as it always
gets back up and catches up with you later.

The difference here is that Nemesis is able to
break the rules that Resident Evil firmly
established. Most bosses required you to fight
them, but here, you can actually successfully run
away from Nemesis, which gave players a new
freedom that actually drew upon a familiar fear
(running to the next door as you avoid enemies) in
a new way. Unlike every other enemy before,
Nemesis has the ability to open doors and
continue his pursuit into the next room. This flies in
the face of what Resident Evil veterans always
knew: that you could count on fleeing to another
room as a last resort. Here, if you want to run
away from Nemesis, you had to actively run away
through multiple rooms. You will eventually lose
him, but it takes some doing. But no matter how
players react, the fact that he was simultaneously
one of the strongest, most agile enemies in the
series at that point ensured a new sort of terror.

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis
Release Date: 04/16/2001

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis
Release Date: 04/16/2001

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis
Release Date: 04/16/2001
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Nemesis never remains a static, predictable
character, either. Even in the beginning, he switches up his tactics each time you encounter him. His
first appearance sees him lumbering at you with melee attacks, but in other instances, he brandishes
a Rocket Launcher -- a first in a series where the player's only advantage was the fact that zombies
couldn't summon enough brainpower to use guns. Later in the game, he mutates, increasing his
range and damage, ensuring that players never quite know what they're in for when he appears.

The truth is that Capcom toyed with the concept of an ever-present pursuer before Nemesis. Both
William Birkin and Mr. X of Resident Evil 2 stalk you at different points, and keep coming after you
even if you down them. The difference with Nemesis is that, while each of his appearances is pre-
determined, the encounters themselves feel more dynamic because the outcomes are less scripted.
Much like Resident Evil's unspoken rules, its very structure, while appearing to be open, is actually
quite static, with the maze-like levels funneling you into scripted events that only have one successful
outcome. And though Resident Evil 3 also attempted to address this with the Live Selection system,
which gave you two actions with diverging effects to choose from, it was Nemesis that truly unleashed
Resident Evil 3, adding a much-needed element of unpredictability to a series that its fans had
already figured out.

The point of Nemesis is the main reason why horror works: to keep the audience off balance. By
identifying the unspoken rules of Resident Evil and flagrantly breaking them, Capcom managed to
completely turn players' expectations on their heads. The fear that Nemesis could appear at any time,
follow you where no other monsters can, and surprise you with any number of different weapons and
behavior created fresh seeds of tension in the scorched earth known as survival horror.
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Jeremy Signor
Jeremy Signor learned from Resident Evil that the door is the zombie's natural predator. In light of
this, he's looking for investors for his Zombie Apocalypse Door GunTM, a gun that shoots doors at
zombies.

Please Recommend 1UP on Facebook
Like Bob Mackey and 43,254 others like this.

one of the best
Posted: Jan 22, 2013 12:00AM PST by  beatcreator

nemesis was one of the best enemies i've ever encountered in a vid
Flag | Reply

STARS!!!!!
Posted: Oct 17, 2012 12:00AM PST by  rossmcv

i used to completely sh*t myself when i heard that then pounding footsteps. i remember back in the
day that the game was badly reviewed but i loved it for the tension and it went on forever

 

just when you thought it was done there was a train carriage level then a cable car or something like
that (its been probably 10 years since i played it last so maybe not too accurate)

Flag | Reply

You've convinced me
Posted: Oct 04, 2012 12:00AM PST by  RaginScotsman

Time to give RE3 another shot. I thought it was fine back in the day but not as impressive as RE2
(still one of my favourite games ever) but I think I'll fire it onto my vita and give it another
playthrough.
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Just a thought.
Posted: Oct 03, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Crowy

Who dressed Nemesis?  Furthermore, who at Umbrella had to pick his clothes and what were they
thinking?  

I wonder if that is an intern job?  Or is being Nemesis the intern job?
Flag | Reply

Nemesis:
Posted: Oct 03, 2012 12:00AM PST by  TheRealFearlessCelt

Never made an entrance as impressive as the Tyrant.
Flag | Reply

The good ol' Resident Evil!
Posted: Oct 03, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Downwithfire

This was my first official RE game, although my friends had introduced me to countless hours of RE
1 and 2 via me watching them play. RE 3 was mine from the start, I played it non-stop for eight
hours, and I still rememeber that damned grumble The Nemesis would do, "STARRRRRSSSS." It's
burned into my memory. Although yes I was only a kid back then, I was legitamitely scared playing
that game. The tension from the games great atmosphere, due to it's set pieces and orhestra, and
the fact that I was finally in control (or so I thought) of the way this RE turned out, finally came to a
head when Nemesis smashed through a window, causeing me to scream as loud as I could, waking
my entire family and having them run to my aid. Boy oh boy I was a charmer, only lost RE playing
priviledges for 2 days :). A game hasn't truly scared me in years, and RE 6 might make me jump a
little, but it won't send the hairs up on my body...where has RE gone?

Flag | Reply

That's what I loved about RE3
Posted: Oct 02, 2012 12:00AM PST by  nsonic79

It blew the "rules" in what was expected in an RE game. It was so wrong yet felt so right when you
had to react like an person would given the same situation. Flight or Fight. A split second decision to
decide if you lived or you got punched.

Flag | Reply

Probably my least favourite
Posted: Oct 02, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Kurnalklank

Of the classics but Id take that style back in a heartbeat if it ment we could actually have a survival
horror game.

Flag | Reply

NEMESIS IS NOTHING...
Posted: Oct 02, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Mr.LametoWatch

... compared to Navi who floats over your head the ENTIRE game and is unkillable.
Flag | Reply
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